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1 Purpose / Summary 
To inform Members on the outcome from the 4 week consultation relating to the 
replacement of (DPPO's) with the use of Public Spaces Protection Orders (PSPO) in 
specific locations. 

2 Key issues 
• On the 13th July 2017, Cabinet approved to commence a formal consultation on the 

future of Designated Public Places Orders being replaced with specific Public 
Spaces Protection Orders  

• Based on initial informal discussions with partners, including Cambridgeshire Police 
and the Wisbech Alcohol Partnership it was suggested that DPPO's were no longer 
required within March and Whittlesey so should cease after the 20th October 2017 
and not replaced with a PSPO. 

• However, initial discussions and supporting evidence which included CCTV street 
drinking data identified three locations within Wisbech that would benefit and meet 
the test to successfully implement specific PSPO's that introduce no drinking areas. 
The three locations are; 

o St Peters Gardens and Sensory Gardens  
o Memorial Gardens 
o Tillery Field Park   

• Although the consultation process backed the proposed three locations wider 
feedback relating to concerns of displacing street drinking elsewhere has led to a 
revised proposal to replace the existing DPPO zone in Wisbech with a like for like 
PSPO with greater enforcement than currently.  

• The consultation period relating to the new PSPO proposals was delivered over a 4 
week period running from the 14th July until 11th August 2017. 

• The consultation process led to 247 responses being received. The clear majority 
supporting a proposal for a complete restriction on drinking alcohol at these 
locations, rather than adopting a discretionary power similar to the previous DPPO.  
The full consultation response analysis is attached as Appendix A. 

• A number of other locations were identified through the consultation that may also 
benefit from a similar PSPO and these will be investigated further. 
 



3 Recommendations 
• Cabinet agree that: 

o The existing Designated Public Place Orders for March & Whittlesey will 
cease from 20th October 2017.  

o Public Spaces Protection Orders are introduced from 20th October 2017, 
to ban the consumption of alcohol at the locations set out in Appendix C to 
this report and to provide a controlled drinking zone within the other areas 
within Wisbech on the same boundary as the existing DPPO as per 
Appendix D.  
 

Wards Affected Chatteris, March, Whittlesey and Wisbech 

Forward Plan Reference  

Portfolio Holder(s) Cllr David Oliver - Portfolio Holder for Community Safety and 
Heritage 

Report Originator(s) Aarron Locks - Community Safety Manager, 
alocks@fenland.gov.uk , 01945 581880 

Contact Officer(s) Aarron Locks (as above) 
Dan Horn - Head of Housing & Community Support, 
dhorn@fenland.gov.uk , 01354 622470  
Richard Cassidy - Corporate Director 
richardcassidy@fenland.gov.uk , 01354 622300 

Background Paper(s) Cabinet Report 13th July 2017 
http://www.fenland.gov.uk/aksfenland/images/att6722.pdf  
PSPO Maps 
http://www.fenland.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=13996&p=0  
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4 Background / introduction 
4.1 The Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001 (CJPA) gave local authorities the power to 

designate public areas through the introduction of Designated Public Places Order 
(DPPO) where it is an offence to drink alcohol after being requested by a police officer 
not to do so. 

4.2 Under Section 12 of the CJPA the police may require persons not to consume alcohol 
and to surrender containers that they reasonably believe to contain alcohol. If the person 
concerned fails, without reasonable excuse to comply, an offence is then committed.  

4.3 It is not an offence to drink alcohol within a DPPO zone. 
4.4 Section 13 of the CJPA gave local authorities the power to designate a public place if it 

was satisfied that nuisance or annoyance to members of the public or a section of the 
public or disorder has been associated with the consumption of alcohol in that place.   

4.5 DPPO's were first introduced in Fenland in 2009 after initial consultation with the local 
community and Cambridgeshire Constabulary. Currently DPPO's cover the market towns 
of March, Whittlesey and Wisbech, with town centre locations mainly included.  

4.6 The Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014, hereafter known as the Act, 
came into effect on 20th October 2014 making a number of changes to the law on anti-
social behaviour. A key change was the introduction of PSPO's to replace DPPOs, dog 
control orders and gating orders in addition to a range of other behaviours that local 
authorities can now regulate in public spaces. 

4.7 The Act has introduced simpler, more effective powers to tackle anti-social behaviour that 
provide better protection for victims and communities. This includes the introduction of 
Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO). 

4.8 Public Space Protection Orders (PSPO's) are intended to deal with a particular nuisance 
or problem in a particular area that is detrimental to the local community’s qualify of life, 
by imposing conditions on the use of that area which apply to everyone. They are 
designed to ensure the law-abiding majority can use and enjoy public spaces, safe from 
anti-social behaviour.  

4.9 PSPO's can be drafted based on the specific issues being faced in a particular public 
space, and can include multiple restrictions and requirements in one order. Examples of 
restrictions might include:  

• Controlling the use of dogs;  

• Restricting access to an area;  

• Misuse of substances;  

• Tackling noise nuisance; or  

• Unreasonable behaviour having a detrimental effect on the community.   
4.10 A PSPO can be made where the council is satisfied, after conducting the test, that the 

activity or activities, carried on in a public place, it proposes to restrict:  

• Have had, or are likely to have, a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in 
the locality; 

• Is, or is likely to be, persistent or continuing in nature; 

• Is, or is likely to be, unreasonable; and 

• Justifies the restrictions imposed. 



 

 

4.11 A PSPO can be used to restrict the consumption of alcohol in a public space where the 
test has been met. However, as with DPPO's which it replaces, there are a number of 
limitations on using this power for this end. 

• A PSPO cannot be used to restrict the consumption of alcohol where the premises or 
its curtilage is licensed for the supply of alcohol.  

• There are also limitations where either Part 5 of the Licensing Act 2003 or Section 
115E of the Highways Act 1980 applies. This is because the licensing system already 
includes safeguards against premises becoming centres for anti-social behaviour. It 
would cause confusion and duplication if PSPO's were also introduced within these 
areas,  

4.12 The issue of PSPO's have already been identified within the Council's Scheme of 
Delegation. 

4.13 Under Section 75 of the Act, DPPOs will become PSPO's at the end of 3 years after the 
commencement of the Act (i.e. in October 2017). However, after initial discussions with 
key partners, including Cambridgeshire Constabulary, there is not a requirement to 
continue to cover the same geographical areas with an alcohol restricted PSPO. 

4.14 On the 13th July 2017, a report was presented to cabinet which provided a detailed 
background on the future of DPPO's and the use of PSPO's to tackle alcohol related 
issues within specific public spaces 
(http://www.fenland.gov.uk/aksfenland/images/att6722.pdf)   

4.15 Cabinet approved to go out to consultation with the community and partners on the three 
locations identified for PSPO's and the discontinuation of the existing DPPO's across 
Fenland. 

4.16 It was approved that consultation will take place for 4 weeks during July & August 2017. 
This included: 

• Consulting with Wisbech Alcohol Partnership on suggested locations for the 
introduction of PSPO’s including feedback on restrictions and requirements.  

• Consulting with Wisbech Town Council on suggested locations for the introduction of 
PSPO’s including feedback on restrictions and requirements. 

• Consulting with Police on suggested locations for the introduction of PSPO’s 
including feedback on restrictions, requirements and enforcement. 

• Consulting March and Whittlesey Town Councils of the proposal to cease DPPO's 
within these locations and advise them, including Chatteris Town Council, of the 
potential future use of PSPO's to respond to areas suffering from persistent and 
problematic alcohol consumption including street drinking.  

• Invite the community to respond through a survey monkey questionnaire via the 
internet with use of the media, and social media to encourage feedback. Hard copies 
will be available at the Fenland @ your service shops. 

5 Considerations 
5.1 A formal consultation exercise has been concluded with the use of Survey Monkey to 

collect and consolidate community views to allow an informed understanding in relation to 
the expectation of the community on tackling alcohol consumption in a public space and 
any areas for further consideration. 

5.2 The consultation period was commenced over for a 4 week period from the 14th July until 
11th August 2017. 

5.3 The consultation was promoted via the Councils website as well as via the following 
additional communication channels;' 

http://www.fenland.gov.uk/aksfenland/images/att6722.pdf


 

 

• Councils social media platforms 

• Town Council clerks 

• Statutory Partnership Groups, including Fenland Community Safety Partnership, 
Fenland Problem Solving Group, Relevant Authority Officer Group and the Wisbech 
Alcohol Partnership. 

• Partnership social media channels including Cambridgeshire Police 

• Hard copies of the survey within public accessed buildings 

• Officer engagement at Community Contact Points 
5.4 The consultation survey asked for a response on five questions which were as follows; 

• Do you think there is a need for restrictions on drinking alcohol in a public place? 

• If you believe there is a need for restrictions on drinking alcohol in a public place, do 
you think:  

o There should be a controlled drinking zone similar to the existing DPPOs 
(where you can drink alcohol but becomes an offence to do so if told to stop 
by an officer) 

o There should be a no drinking area (meaning any reports of drinking will be 
an offence) 

• Do you agree with the 3 suggested initial PSPO locations? (These are St Peters 
Gardens and Sensory Gardens, Memorial Gardens and Tillery Field Park in Wisbech) 

• Are there other issues you would like to see addressed as part of the PSPO within 
these locations? 

• Any other comments? 
5.5 The consultation process has led to 247 responses being received with comments 

provided where available for further background analysis. Please see Appendix A for 
responses and comments (redacted where personal information has been given).  

5.6 The following results have been concluded from the 4 week consultation period. 
5.7 In response to Question 1 'Do you think there is a need for restrictions on drinking alcohol 

in a public place' the community feel that there is a need for restrictions on drinking 
alcohol in a public space.  
Please see the below table for the findings for Question 1.  

Q1. Do you think there is a need for restrictions on drinking alcohol in a public place 

Yes  No Don’t know 

95% - 235 responses 4% - 10 responses 1% - 2 responses 

5.8 In response to question 2 'If you believe there is a need for restrictions on drinking 
alcohol in a public place', what type of restriction should be in place?  
Please see the below table for the findings for Question 2.  

Q2. If you believe there is a need for restrictions on drinking alcohol in a public place 

There should be a controlled drinking 
zone similar to the existing DPPOs 
(where you can drink alcohol but 
becomes an offence to do so if told to 
stop by an officer) 

There should be a no drinking area (meaning 
any reports of drinking will be an offence) 



 

 

16%  - 39 responses 84% - 199 responses 

5.9 In response to question 3 'Do you agree with the 3 suggested initial PSPO locations'?  
Please see the below table for the findings for Question 3 (also see 8.2 below).  

Q3. Do you agree with the 3 suggested initial PSPO locations? (St Peters Gardens and 
Sensory Gardens, Memorial Gardens and Tillery Field Park in Wisbech) 

Yes  No 

70% - 172 responses 30% - 75 responses 

5.10 In response to question 4 'Are there other issues you would like to see addressed as part 
of the PSPO within these locations?  
Please see the below table for the findings for Question 4.  

Q4. Are there other issues you would like to see addressed as part of the PSPO within 
these locations? 

Yes  No Don’t know 

45% or 112 responses 26% or 65 responses 28% or 70 responses 

A complete breakdown of comments and response for question 4 can be found at 
Appendix A, however, below details the key issues, in order of prevalence, highlighted for 
inclusion within future use of PSPO's. 

• Urination and defecation 

• Drugs 

• Littering 

• Poor behaviour 

• Dogs (The Council already has PSPO's for Dog Fouling)  
5.11 A total 72 responses were received for question 5 'other comments'. These comments 

along with the comments received in the other 4 questions will be looked at in the 
following ways: 

• Evidence reviews for the locations identified in paragraph 8.2 below. 

• Background information to help inform on going "Community Contact Point" 
community engagement sessions where the Police and FDC held regular community 
engagement events to assess local issues in local areas and capture perceptions 
relating to crime and ASB to help inform priorities for where resource is needed. 

• Are there reasons why a PSPO could not happen in a particular location i.e there is 
an alcohol license for the same area.  

5.12 The consultation feedback also highlighted other areas for consideration which include 
the following locations by town; 

• Chatteris 
o Wenny Recreational Ground 
o Furrowfields Park 

• March 
o Shelter (known as Old Man bus shelter), Broad Street 
o Bandstand, West End Park 



 

 

o Surrounding area near Library  

• Whittlesey 
o Manor Leisure 
o Market Place 

• Wisbech 
o Old Market 
o Town Park 
o Area surrounding Salvation Army 
o Children's play areas including the Spinney 
o Harecroft Road Green Space 

• An evidence review will be undertaken for each of these locations to test against the 
criteria for a PSPO. Feedback on this will be given to the community and the relevant 
Town Councils. Moving forward where an area is assessed as meeting the criteria for 
a PSPO and partners believe other powers are not sufficient to tackle the issue a 
PSPO can be brought in quickly unlike the previous DPPO legislation. 

5.13 The consultation process in relation to Question 3 and the suggested locations of need, 
evidenced with over 50 free text comments requesting for other nearby areas within 
Wisbech town centre to be included for the introduction of a PSPO. There were 
comments of concern on displacement of street drinking in other areas not covered by 
the three proposed 'no drinking' PSPO's. Here is an example of one of the comments that 
raises concerns of displacement 

•  "Should cover the whole town area because if only applied to those 3 areas it will 
only move the problem on to other areas of the town".  

5.14 As these other areas of concern are currently covered by the existing DPPO in Wisbech 
and there is supporting CCTV street drinking reports and alcohol related littering data it 
would be advisable to also introduce a wider PSPO that will provide a controlled drinking 
area within Wisbech and its surrounding areas. This would then help mitigate against any 
potential displacement of street drinking and allow relevant officers to enforce against 
alcohol related anti social behaviour within these other areas.  

5.15 A full breakdown of the survey comments can be found at Appendix A. 
5.16 When ASB and associated issues relating to alcohol regularly take place in a location it 

can have a significant detrimental impact on all members of the community wanting to 
enjoy using those same public spaces. Introduction of PSPO’s where appropriate can 
support ensuring this can happen. A Community Impact Assessment for PSPO’s was 
developed during the consultation period and is attached at Appendix B. 

6 Next steps 
6.1 As a result of the consultation it is proposed to:  

• End the existing DPPO's for March and Whittlesey from October 20th 2017. 

• Replace the existing DPPO in Wisbech with a like for like PSPO. This will in effect 
create a controlled drinking zone written to allow a fine to be given by authorised 
officers where individuals or groups have been asked to stop drinking and/or also 
surrender any open alcohol containers. 

• To introduce three specific PSPO's to ban alcohol consumption at three locations, (St 
Peters Gardens and Sensory Gardens, Memorial Gardens and Tillery Field Park in 
Wisbech - as shown on the location plan attached as Appendix C). 



 

 

• To introduce enforcement powers to tackle issues such as spitting, urination and 
defecation within these areas based on community feedback from the consultation 
process. This will be linked to the review of enforcement pilot in November. 

6.2 That further exploration and investigations are made on the additional areas set out in 
5.12 to determine if they are suitable for similar PSPO's. 







































               Appendix B - Assessing Equality – The Equality Act 2010 
Customer Impact Assessment – Public Spaces Protection Orders (PSPO’s) 
 
Name and brief description of policy being analysed 
Briefly summarise the policy including any key information such as aims, context etc; note timescales and milestones for new policies; use plain language – NO JARGON; 
refer to other documents if required 
 
The Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014, hereafter known as the Act, came into effect on 20th October 2014 making a number of changes to the law on 
anti-social behaviour. A key change was the introduction of PSPO's to replace Designated Public Places Orders (DPPO’s), dog control orders and gating orders in addition 
to a range of other behaviours that local authorities can now regulate in public spaces. 
 
The Act has introduced simpler, more effective powers to tackle anti-social behaviour that provide better protection for victims and communities. This includes the 
introduction of Public Spaces Protection Order (PSPO). 
 
Councils will be responsible for making the new PSPO although enforcement powers will be much broader.  
 
Public Space Protection Orders (PSPO's) are intended to deal with a particular nuisance or problem in a particular area that is detrimental to the local community’s qualify 
of life, by imposing conditions on the use of that area which apply to everyone. They are designed to ensure the law-abiding majority can use and enjoy public spaces, safe 
from anti-social behaviour.  
PSPO's are drafted based on the specific issues being faced in a particular public space, and can include multiple restrictions and requirements in one order. Examples of 
restrictions might include:  

• Controlling the use of dogs;  
• Restricting access to an area;  
• Misuse of substances;  
• Tackling noise nuisance; or  
• Unreasonable behaviour having a detrimental effect on the community.   
•  

A PSPO can be made where the council is satisfied, after conducting the test, that the activity or activities, carried on in a public place, it proposes to restrict:  
• Have had, or are likely to have, a detrimental effect on the quality of life of those in the locality; 
• Is, or is likely to be, persistent or continuing in nature; 
• Is, or is likely to be, unreasonable; and 
• Justifies the restrictions imposed. 

A PSPO can be used to restrict the consumption of alcohol in a public space where the test has been met. However, as with DPPO's which it replaces, there are a number 
of limitations on using this power for this end. 
A PSPO cannot be used to restrict the consumption of alcohol where the premises or its curtilage is licensed for the supply of alcohol. There are also limitations where 
either Part 5 of the Licensing Act 2003 or Section 115E of the Highways Act 1980 applies. This is because the licensing system already includes safeguards against 
premises becoming centres for anti-social behaviour. It would cause confusion and duplication if PSPO's were also introduced within these areas. 
 
A PSPO for the need of this assessment is in relation to restricting and removing the act of consuming alcohol within specific locations covered by the PSPO where the test 



               Appendix B - Assessing Equality – The Equality Act 2010 
has been met. 
Information used for customer analysis 
Note relevant consultation; who took part and key findings; refer to, or attach other documents if needed; include dates where possible 
 
The implementation of PSPO’s is following the legislation from the Anti-social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014 and the Home Office ‘statutory frontline officer’ 
guidance.  
 
As part of this assessment and for the need and use of PSPO’s a number of partner groups, organisations and community have been consulted via aa number of means. 
On reviewing and analysing street drinking data that is used on behalf of the Wisbech Alcohol Partnership (WAP) which is provided by the councils CCTV team there are 
specific areas within the camera zones and within the current DPPO area which is suffering at the detriment to the local community from persistent street drinking activity.  
 
On discussion with the Wisbech Alcohol Partnership, Cambridgeshire Police and supported by the CCTV data detailed above on street drinking activity, it is recommended 
that the areas covering St Peter's Gardens including the sensory garden area, Tilery Field Park and the Memorial Gardens within the Crescent be considered for the 
introduction of a PSPO that restricts the consumption of alcohol within these areas at all times by all persons. 
 
Partners and relevant bodies felt that the formal consultation could also ask if the use of PSPO's should also address other issues aside from the consumption of alcohol in 
a public place.  
 
The consultation period was commenced over for a 4 week period from the 14th July until 11th August 2017. 
 
The future of DPPO's and the introduction of PSPO's consultation has been delivered via Survey Monkey and placed on the Councils website as well as promoted via the 
following channels; 

• Councils social media platforms 
• Town Council clerks 
• Statutory Partnership Groups, including Fenland Community Safety Partnership, Fenland Problem Solving Group, Relevant Authority Officer Group and the 

Wisbech Alcohol Partnership. 
• Partnership social media channels including Cambridgeshire Police 
• Hard copies of the survey within public accessed buildings 
• Officer engagement at Community Contact Points 

  

 
 Could 

particularly 
benefit 

Neutral 
May 

adversely 
impact 

Explanations 

Is action 
possible 

or 
required? 

Details of actions or explanations if 
actions are not possible 
 
Please note details of any actions to be 
placed in your Service Plan 
 

Race □ x □ The use of PSPO’s is responding to the Y  In implementing any PSPO 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0CCEQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.legislation.gov.uk%2Fukpga%2F2014%2F12%2Fcontents%2Fenacted&ei=gGaeVbC5E8H1-QHx24H4BA&usg=AFQjCNHbOtreLTzdCcGD6Anj3lOsKYQReg&bvm=bv.96952980,d.ZGU


               Appendix B - Assessing Equality – The Equality Act 2010 
Sex 
 □ x □ linked behaviours that are either being 

requested to be stopped or conducted 
within these specified areas and not 
linked to an individuals race, sex, 
disability or age. 
 
In this case the use of PSPO’s is 
requesting the act of alcohol 
consumption within a specified area of 
the PSPO to not take place.  

N consideration for signage will be given 
and awareness raising with key 
Community groups to ensure all 
communities are aware of the new 
power. 

Gender reassignment □ x □ N 
Disability 
 □ x □ N  
Age 
 □ x □ N 

Sexual orientation 
 □ x □ N 

Religion or belief 
 □ x □ N 

Pregnancy & maternity □ x □ N 
Marriage & civil partnership □ x □ N 

Human Rights □ x □  N  

Socio Economic 
 x  

 
N  

 
Multiple/ Cross Cutting 

 x   N  
 

Outcome(s) of customer analysis 
 
a) Will the policy/ procedure impact on the whole population of Fenland and/ or identified groups within the population;  negative   neutral    positive   x 
No major change needed  x           Adjust the policy  □                 Adverse impact but continue □                 Stop and remove / reconsider policy □ 
Arrangements for future monitoring: 
Note when analysis will be reviewed; include any equality indicators and performance against those indicators 
 
New PSPO’s will be reviewed after 12 months, if not sooner and as per the requirements of The Anti-Social Behaviour, Crime and Policing Act 2014. 
 
Details of any data/ Research used (both FDC & Partners): 
 
Wisbech Alcohol Partnership  
Cambridgeshire Police 
Fenland District Council – CCTV services 



               Appendix B - Assessing Equality – The Equality Act 2010 
Fenland Community Safety Partnership 
Local Alcohol Action Area  
Completed by: 
 
Name: Aarron Locks 
Position: Community Safety Manager 
 
Approved by (manager signature):  Aarron Locks Date published:  

 
 

Details of any Committee approved by (if applicable): 
 

Date endorsed by Members if applicable: 
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Appendix D 

Wisbech Town DPPO areas  

(Zone A in Red, Zone B in Green, Zone C in Yellow, Zone D in Purple and Zone E in Grey) 
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